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Alan and Joan dedicate lives to
others with

End of Life Care

“I worked for the Wynnum Ambulance service for 25 years
and then did nursing at the Royal Brisbane Hospital.
After general nursing, I did my midwifery training at the
Royal Womens’ Hospital and later nursed at PA Hospital
and then back to Royal Brisbane.
For the last 10 years I was in charge of the Day Therapy
Unit at the Blue Care Centre at Wynnum. I really enjoyed
this – we were concentrating on health rather than
sickness and we helped provide a better quality of life for
the people who were residents of the nursing home and
hostel.”

As consumer representatives for
Redland Hospital and Wynnum Health
Service’s End of Life Care Committee,
Alan and Joan love to help people
when they need it most.
“It’s very rewarding being a volunteer,” Alan said.
“We are coming up to 84 years of age and it’s a
blessing to be appreciated.”
He said he and Joan were also a part of the Care
Team at Wynnum Baptist Church and met weekly
to check on special needs in the congregation.
“Through this we have had friends who have
been cared for by the Palliative Care team at
Wynnum Health Service and we have also had
loved ones who were cared for there.
“We saw that the quality of care given there was
of a very high standard and we felt that we could
help people along the way in an advocacy role as
well.
“It’s our way of giving back and being grateful for
the good care our loved ones have received in the
past.”
Joan said she had enjoyed contributing as a voice
for consumers into the development of a booklet
that would help families who had just lost a
family member.

“I’m a retired teacher. The last 23 years of my
teaching were in Special Education.
I’ve been married to Alan for 61 years and lived
around this district for most of that time.
We have 3 children, the youngest one has just
turned 52.”

“We have also been involved in promoting
Advanced Care Planning which is so important,”
she said.
“Many older people in the community do not
know what choices are available to them when
they are in their last days.
“We have been trying to promote Advanced Care
Planning by approaching various groups and
clubs to have a speaker from Metro South Health
explain this to them.”
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NUM interns take Health Roundtable

WIN

Redland Hospital’s new NUM intern
pilot program has impressed at
Health Roundtable, winning for
outstanding innovation.

Click here to visit the
Health Roundtable
QHEPS page

ED Tracey McTigue who applied for funding to
trial the program, said she was excited by the
early recognition for the idea that focussed on
succession planning and training.
She said NUM interns Sam Shepherd and Nikki
Rugg presented at Health Roundtable this
week, showcasing the program that provided
them the opportunity to upskill in workforce
and recruitment processes, performance
management, rostering and other skills
necessary as a NUM.
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“Until now there has been no training to
become a NUM,” she said.
“It’s important to have the right person for the
job and valuable exposure to the leadership
and management training they will need before
relieving or transferring into a NUM role.”
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“Great news... well done
to all.”
“Well done to you all!”

Dr Jacinta Powell, Executive Director
Logan Bayside Health Network

Katie Jefford, Nursing Director
Redland and Wynnum Hospitals
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Digital Hospital demonstrations focus
on

clinical workf lows

Redland and Wynnum staff members joined their colleagues from QEII
Hospital this week for digital hospital demonstrations and consultation
about clinical workflows.
The Workflow Impact Assessment sessions included an overview of the Digital Hospital
system as well as discussions around how clinical workflows would be affected.

Click here to visit the
Metro South Digital
website

Following the sessions, consultation will continue to ensure that change and training
activities are developed to best support the Digital Hospital implementation.
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Sign guy in new video to improve service for

hearing impaired and Deaf community

A stay in hospital can be stressful
enough without the added difficulty of
interpreting multiple medical terms in
another language.
Health and Ambulance Services Minister Cameron
Dick has launched a new Metro South Health
patient resource designed to make patients’ stay
in hospital less complicated by providing essential
hospital information in nine different languages,
including Australian Sign Language (Auslan).
“While they are in hospital, patients are generally
unwell and in an unfamiliar environment—they will
hear words they don’t understand, be greeted by
many different people and perhaps be given new
medications,” Mr Dick said.

“The three-minute animated
video helps patients
understand what to expect
while in hospital, including
identification checks, medication,
preventing falls, infection control and
hospital discharge.”
Mr Dick said Auslan Interpreter and Metro South
Health employee Mark Cave, who captured the
hearts of Queenslanders during cyclones Marcia
and Debbie, provides the Auslan interpretation in
the Hospital Welcome Video.
Mr Cave said for many in the Deaf community,
English is their second language and a great deal
of information can remain inaccessible with English
captioning.

“Providing essential hospital information in Auslan
ensures equal access,” Mr Cave said. “There is
a common misconception that providing English
captions enables complete access to information
for the Deaf community.

Mr Dick said the video is available in Auslan and
English versions, as well as with translated subtitles
in eight other languages: Arabic, Farsi, Korean,
Simplified Chinese, Somali, Spanish, Traditional
Chinese, and Vietnamese.

“Auslan, or Australian Sign Language, is a true
language in its own right – not English using hands.

The Auslan version of the video was launched during
Hearing Awareness Week (20-26 August). 1 in 6
people have a hearing health issue in Australia at any
given time.

“Being in hospital is stressful enough, and not
having access to information makes the experience
even more stressful.
“I’m very proud to be part of improving access for
the Deaf community and this welcome video will be
incredibly valuable,” he said.

The video is available in Metro South hospitals and
online. Patients can watch the video prior to their
hospital admission by visiting the Metro South Health
website.

Click here to
watch the video
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Visit your local Woolworths store and buy a $2 wall token.
This small donation will help fund life-saving medical
equipment for sick kids at major and regional hospitals.

WWW.CHILDRENS.ORG.AU
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Community Voices

Health Needs Assessment 2017

Did you know our facilities receive fantastic feedback each and every
week? Here is a recent example sent to Redland Hospital.
My name is BG. I am a resident of North
Stradbroke Island.
Yesterday I suffered a health scare and
called on the doctor and staff of the
Marie Rose Centre for relief and advice
both of which were provided promptly
and effectively.
My main purpose in writing is to
compliment the staff who attended to
my needs – Registered Nurse Lorraine
Walton-Smith, and the duty doctor
whose name I didn’t obtain.

at Marie Rose.
Both were demonstrably keen to assess
my condition, provide the appropriate
treatment and advice and most
importantly in a manner that convinced
me they were concerned about BG the
person and not just about providing
a general service to a member of the
public in accordance with their charter.
I’ll take opportunity to tell you also of the
high regard the island community has
for the Marie Rose Centre and how much
we appreciate the range of services
provided there.

I have become used to clinical care in
major hospitals being delivered in an
efficient but insentient manner so typical Yours sincerely
of busy organisations. Not so yesterday
BG
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Brisbane South PHN would like to hear from you
about health in our region. Each year we prepare
a ‘needs assessment.’ This year our focus is on our
people and our place. We want to set our future
priorities in a way that is transparent, inclusive and
respectful. We are just starting our journey and we
would like you to join us.

Each year, Brisbane South PHN undertakes an assessment
of the health needs in the Brisbane South region. This year
we are changing our approach to preparing the health
needs assessment to help us to deliver on our vision of
Better System, Better Health. Our aim is to provide a needs
assessment that is useful to discrete groups within our
region; incorporates the views of people within our region;
and underpins future health planning and resourcing
decisions for our region.

Aspects of health service provision including:

We want to hear our communities’ perspectives on their
health priorities and to use their shared stories about their
health system experiences to inform our overall needs
assessment.

1. Providing input directly into our online engagement tool
designed specifically to capture your feedback – this can
be accessed from our website: www.bsphn.org.au

We are seeking information specific to:

▪ Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities
▪ Impacts of homelessness on health

▪ Alcohol and other drugs
▪ Mental health
▪ Supporting health professionals.
We would love to have your support and involvement
throughout our needs assessment process. You can join
us on this journey using either or both of the following
mechanisms:

2. Meeting with us individually or through facilitated focus
group discussions. To inquire further about this option
please contact Sylvia Penhaligon directly on
07 3864 7565 or email at spenhaligon@bsphn.org.au

▪ Individual and family health priorities across ages
and genders

We are just getting started –

▪ Living in rural and remote communities

Better System, Better Health is for all of us.

▪ LGBTIQ health priorities and challenges
▪ Our multicultural communities.

We look forward to hearing from you and
having you join us on this exciting new journey.

BETTER SYSTEM, BETTER HEALTH

Engagement Letter
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